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RISE & SHINE or ROSE & SHONE Slow down. We 
move too fast. If we all stopped for a nap and turned 
everything off for an hour or so a day, we’d probably 
feel way better and energy consumption would go 
down, down, down. That was Billy’s dream with a 24-
hour World Wide Rolling Nap. 

He	  demonstrated	  it’s	  not	  so	  EZ	  to	  stop	  and	  nap	  in	  
modern	  culture	  with	  the	  How	  Do	  You	  Sleep	  
installation	  (10’X11’).	  Its	  Bed	  o’	  Nails	  boasted	  2,395	  
shiny	  steel	  3	  inchers	  while	  the	  Blanket	  and	  Pillow	  of	  
Tiny	  Tacks	  carried	  3,406	  half-‐inch	  cut	  tacks.	  The	  
darling,	  yet	  very	  un-‐huggable	  altered	  Pooh	  Bear	  
upped	  possible	  punctures	  with	  another	  55	  tacks.	  

The	  tailored	  Kevlar	  PJ’s	  and	  night	  hat	  reduced	  
pokiness,	  but	  the	  ensemble	  had	  to	  be	  beefed	  up	  and	  
custom	  fitted	  with	  an	  aluminum	  butt	  plate,	  foam	  
padding	  and	  elbow	  guards.	  It	  seems	  the	  lower	  
cheeks	  carry	  the	  brunt	  of	  the	  operation	  when	  one	  
sits	  to	  recline.	  

	  

The Bed o’ Nails could be viewed as a physical 
manifestation of a koan – a Zen device used to escape 
the prison of logic and help practitioners be in the 
present - to not be in the past or the future, but to be 

here now. Monks usually use an insoluble puzzle, 
paradoxical anecdote or riddle, while Billy prefers nails 
and tacks.                
After	  24-‐fitfull-‐hours,	  Billy	  rose	  and	  shone	  with	  
spring’s	  first	  sunrise	  (March	  20,	  2015	  at	  6:33	  a.m.	  
C.D.S.T.).	  “The	  nails	  and	  tacks	  on	  my	  bed	  kept	  me	  in	  
the	  present,	  centered	  and	  on	  *point,	  but	  I	  must	  
admit	  there	  were	  times	  I	  wanted	  to	  sneak	  a	  peak	  to	  
the	  future.	  I	  was	  longing	  for	  the	  dawn	  much	  like	  a	  
young	  child	  longs	  for	  Christmas	  morning.”	  

*Pun	  intended	  –	  or	  maybe	  not 

The HEMISPHERIC INSTITUTE FOR 
PERFORMANCE & POLITICS a.k.a. Instituto 
Hemispherico De Performance & Politica signed	  
into	  a	  nonexclusive	  contract	  with	  Billy	  archiving	  
materials	  from	  Swimmin’ the River	  for	  “300	  years”.	  
Futurism’s	  Bastard	  Son	  also	  went	  into	  their	  library.	  
A/V	  clips	  and	  still	  images	  from	  the	  2,367.4-‐mile	  
swim,	  secondary	  performances	  and	  exhibitions	  will	  
be	  available	  for	  researchers	  through	  the	  New	  York	  
University	  institute	  and	  on-‐line.	  Billy	  promises	  he’ll	  
get	  a	  little	  more	  exercise	  and	  watch	  the	  old	  diet	  in	  
case	  they	  want	  to	  renew	  his	  contract	  in	  2315.	  	  

“The	  Hemispheric	  Institute	  of	  Performance	  and	  Politics	  is	  
a	  collaborative,	  multilingual	  and	  interdisciplinary	  
network	  of	  institutions,	  artists,	  scholars,	  and	  activists	  
throughout	  the	  Americas.	  Working	  at	  the	  intersection	  of	  
scholarship,	  artistic	  expression	  and	  politics,	  the	  
organization	  explores	  embodied	  practice—
performance—as	  a	  vehicle	  for	  the	  creation	  of	  new	  
meaning	  and	  the	  transmission	  of	  cultural	  values,	  memory	  
and	  identity.	  Anchored	  in	  its	  geographical	  focus	  on	  the	  
Americas	  (thus	  “hemispheric”)	  and	  in	  three	  working	  
languages	  (English,	  Spanish	  and	  Portuguese),	  the	  
Institute's	  goal	  is	  to	  promote	  vibrant	  interactions	  and	  
collaborations	  at	  the	  level	  of	  scholarship,	  art	  practice	  and	  
pedagogy	  among	  practitioners	  interested	  in	  the	  
relationship	  between	  performance	  and	  politics	  in	  the	  
hemisphere.”	  –From	  the	  institutes	  mission	  statement.	  

	  http://hemisphericinstitute.org/hemi/	  	  



THE NY CENTER FOR BOOK ARTS - Nicolás 
Dumit Estévez is curating a group exhibition at The 
Center for Book Arts in New York City that will 
include Billy. It’s scheduled to run from October 
through December 2016. The Center’s multi-use 
facility in Manhattan includes exhibition space and so 
much more. There are presses, hands on equipment and 
workshops to produce artists’ books and other printed 
matter as well as residencies, scholarships, competitions 
and seminars. This is where it all started. It was the first 
nonprofit of its kind in the nation and has become a 
model for others around the world. The organization 
“seeks to facilitate communication between the book 
arts community and the larger spheres of contemporary 
art and literature”. - http://centerforbookarts.org/  

	  
	  
LEMONS - In 1979, Billy sent 16 pages of detailed 
performance instructions via the postal service to Paul 
Hartal, the founder of the Lyrical Conceptualist 
Society, in Montreal and Quebec, Canada. They had 
never met. The society actualized Performance for an 
Unknown Space with Lemons at Atelier 2101 in 1980 
and sent photographic documentation back to Billy. The 
space and all the players have remained unknown to 
him. By request, the piece was performed years later at 
the College of St. Teresa in Winona, MN although the 
space and those players were known to him.            
Billy recently re-created the project again in a signed 
and numbered two-booklet set with hand-stitched 
bindings. The instructions and documentation nestle in 
a hand-colored slipcase.  

Harley	  J.	  Spiller	  the	  Deputy	  Director	  of	  Franklin	  Furnace	  
Archive,	  Inc.,	  and	  author	  of	  KEEP	  THE	  CHANGE:	  A	  Collector's	  
Tales	  of	  Lucky	  Pennies,	  Counterfeit	  C-‐Notes,	  and	  Other	  Curious	  
Currency	  reviewed	  Lemons	  online	  -‐	  Search	  for	  Billy	  X	  Curmano	  
at	  http://artistsbooksandmultiples.blogspot.com/	   

ARTISTS’	  RESERVED	  RIGHTS	  
Billy	  noticed	  a	  copy	  of	  the	  Artists	  Reserved	  Rights	  
Transfer	  &	  Sales	  Agreement	  (ARRTSA)	  in	  a	  current	  
exhibition	  at	  the	  NY	  Center	  for	  Book	  Arts.	  It	  sparked	  
fond	  memories	  of	  the	  artists’	  rights	  movement.	  
Here’s	  his	  story	  or	  is	  that	  history:	  
	  
Attorney	  Bob	  Projansky	  drafted	  the	  3-‐page	  contract	  
with	  assistance	  from	  Seth	  Siegelaub	  and	  interviews	  
with	  over	  500	  art	  workers	  in	  1971.	  At	  the	  time,	  Billy	  
worked	  with	  the	  WI	  Art	  Guild	  and	  served	  as	  a	  
sometimes	  cartoonist	  and	  correspondent	  for	  the	  Art	  
Workers	  News	  (NYC).	  The	  national	  paper	  was	  
published	  by	  the	  Foundation	  for	  the	  Community	  of	  
Artists	  and	  the	  Art	  Guild	  was	  a	  labor	  union	  for	  art	  
workers	  recognized	  by	  the	  IRS.	  
The	  agreement	  was	  designed	  to	  develop	  a	  non-‐
exploitive	  relationship	  between	  artists	  and	  
collectors.	  There	  are	  specific	  clauses	  that	  can	  be	  
custom-‐fit,	  but	  in	  a	  nutshell,	  the	  artist	  is	  offered	  
things	  like:	  
The	  ability	  to	  retain	  the	  work’s	  reproduction	  rights,	  
15%	  of	  any	  increase	  in	  value	  if	  resold	  and	  a	  record	  
of	  future	  transfers,	  notification	  if	  it’s	  ever	  to	  be	  
exhibited	  and	  a	  portion	  of	  any	  rental	  income,	  a	  right	  
to	  borrow	  the	  work	  for	  exhibitions	  and	  be	  consulted	  
if	  it	  ever	  requires	  repair.	  The	  collector	  incurs	  no	  real	  
costs	  from	  this	  profit	  sharing	  and	  gets	  the	  benefit	  of	  
a	  continuing	  relationship	  with	  the	  artist	  and	  a	  
provenance	  of	  the	  work.	  
The	  contract	  and	  explanation	  are	  lengthy	  and	  were	  
printed	  by	  the	  School	  of	  Visual	  Arts	  in	  a	  large	  format	  
costly	  to	  reproduce	  (18”x24”).	  When	  the	  supply	  was	  
depleted,	  the	  WI	  Art	  Guild	  published	  another	  edition	  
and	  became	  the	  sole	  supplier.	  The	  contract	  at	  the	  
Center	  was	  only	  a	  copy.	  Billy	  mentioned	  he	  might	  
have	  an	  original	  from	  the	  Guild	  Edition	  to	  Alexander	  
Campos,	  the	  Center’s	  director.	  It	  sparked	  his	  
interest.	  He	  wondered	  if	  there	  were	  any	  to	  spare.	  
We’ve	  pulled	  one	  of	  the	  last	  3	  remaining	  originals	  
from	  the	  archives	  and	  donated	  it	  to	  the	  NY	  Center	  
for	  Book	  Arts.	  There’s	  a	  treasury	  of	  other	  rare	  
historic	  items	  from	  international	  postal	  exhibits	  to	  
back	  issues	  of	  the	  Art	  Workers	  News	  in	  the	  Fine	  Arts	  
Reading	  Room	  at	  Art	  Works	  USA.	  
	  
THE IMPERVIOUS FLAG - Flag burnings and 
demonstrations in the US have ignited well-meaning - 
but misguided - attempts to add a constitutional 
amendment to protect Old Glory. Billy reasoned a 
durable banner would more simply solve the problem 



and thus… 

	  
The Impervious Flag 
(18” x 22”, copper, steel and aluminum, 1970) 
  
Copper, steel and aluminum were chosen for their 
durability and weathering factors. Copper, represents 
red, but goes green with age. Steel, represents blue, but 
goes red with age. Aluminum, represents white, and 
remains nearly unchanged. 
Billy	  doesn’t	  like	  to	  rest	  on	  his	  laurels.	  He	  puts	  his	  
performance	  where	  his	  mouth	  is	  with	  live	  art	  in	  The	  
Impervious	  Flag	  Demonstration.	  The	  ritual	  puts	  the	  
flag	  through	  its	  paces	  drenching	  it	  in	  liquids,	  cutting	  
and	  punching	  at	  it,	  lighting	  it	  with	  matches,	  candles	  
and	  eventually	  a	  blowtorch,	  but	  Old	  Glory	  stands	  tall	  
and	  even	  comes	  back	  for	  more.	  
	  

	  
Impervious	  Flag	  Demonstration	  at	  the	  Midwestern	  
Invitational,	  Rourke	  Gallery	  Museum,	  Moorhead,	  MN	  
1990	  (Photo:	  Greg	  Booth)	  

	  	  
THE	  ARTISTS	  RESERVED	  RIGHTS	  IN	  ACTION	  
Billy’s	  visiting	  artist	  gigs	  are	  like	  notches	  on	  his	  
paintbrushes.	  Before	  settling	  in	  MN,	  he	  was	  invited	  
for	  a	  solo	  exhibition	  with	  performance	  at	  Winona’s	  
College	  of	  St.	  Teresa.	  The	  clever	  college	  policy	  was	  to	  
purchase	  a	  work	  from	  each	  artist’s	  exhibition	  in	  
payment	  for	  their	  visit,	  which	  resulted	  in	  a	  bonus	  for	  
the	  college’s	  permanent	  collection.	  They	  really	  
wanted	  his	  Impervious	  Flag,	  but	  they	  had	  a	  set	  
budget	  and	  it	  was	  lower	  than	  the	  work’s	  value.	  
	  
Billy	  liked	  the	  idea	  of	  his	  piece	  going	  to	  this	  very	  
good	  home,	  but	  besides	  being	  low-‐balled	  he	  knew	  
institutions	  often	  move	  work	  around.	  Sometimes	  
they	  even	  put	  pieces	  in	  storage	  and	  just	  forget	  about	  
them.	  A	  light	  bulb	  went	  off.	  He	  offered	  the	  piece	  at	  
the	  reduced	  price,	  if	  the	  Artists	  Reserved	  Rights	  
Transfer	  &	  Sales	  Agreement	  was	  put	  into	  play.	  
And	  so	  it	  was.	  As	  he	  stepped	  through	  the	  entry	  of	  the	  
college	  library,	  he	  spied	  a	  Madonna	  prominently	  
displayed	  and	  said	  that	  would	  sure	  be	  a	  nice	  spot.	  
Much	  to	  his	  surprise,	  one	  of	  the	  nuns	  said	  –	  “Oh,	  we	  
can	  move	  that.”	  So	  for	  years	  thereafter,	  students	  
could	  gaze	  at	  the	  Impervious	  Flag	  as	  they	  headed	  off	  
for	  book	  learning,	  but	  that’s	  not	  the	  end	  of	  it.	  
	  
Years	  later,	  college	  consolidation	  caught	  up	  with	  St.	  
Teresa’s	  and	  placed	  the	  entire	  campus	  and	  it’s	  
contents	  up	  for	  grabs.	  Billy	  was	  notified	  since	  he	  had	  
inserted	  a	  clause	  that	  gave	  him	  first	  refusal	  if	  the	  
Impervious	  Flag	  was	  ever	  to	  be	  sold.	  Scuttlebutt	  
overheard	  from	  a	  board	  room	  went	  something	  like	  –	  
Isn’t	  that	  just	  like	  Billy	  Curmano…	  tying	  up	  a	  major	  
transaction	  with	  a	  piece	  of	  art?	  Billy	  was	  delighted	  to	  
buy	  back	  a	  piece	  of	  his	  own	  work.	  
	  
MYSTERIOUS	  ORBS	  IN	  THE	  NIGHT	  
The	  24-‐hour	  Nap	  was	  under	  continual	  video	  
surveillance	  with	  control	  members,	  Margarita	  
Baumann,	  D.L.	  Hunt,	  Steve	  Smith	  and	  Dirk	  Nelson	  
monitoring	  in	  shifts.	  Suddenly	  orbs	  of	  light	  appeared	  
from	  nowhere	  eerily	  floating	  around	  the	  space.	  They	  
were	  so	  pronounced	  and	  mysterious	  that	  the	  three	  
witnesses	  -‐	  Dirk,	  D.L.	  and	  Steve	  -‐	  met	  several	  days	  
later	  to	  discuss	  the	  phenomenon.	  
Steve	  said	  at	  first	  he	  thought	  it	  was	  some	  sort	  of	  
hallucination	  until	  Dirk	  commented	  and	  then	  D.L.	  
chimed	  in.	  They	  examined	  possible	  light	  sources	  and	  
reflective	  surfaces	  to	  the	  best	  of	  their	  ability	  and	  
agreed	  the	  event	  was	  unsettling	  and	  unexplainable.	  



They	  even	  mused	  the	  orbs	  could	  be	  emanating	  from	  
Billy’s	  weirdly	  singular	  consciousness.	  Control	  
posted	  a	  comment	  and	  photo	  per	  hour	  at	  –	  	  
	  
https://twitter.com/BillyXC	  	  
	  
THE LEANING GROTTO OF WITOKA              
OR HOW HEINY GOT A GROTTO 

Once upon a time, there was a general store and a bar 
among other uses for this Art Works USA property. A 
German gentleman affectionately (we hope) known as 
“Heiny” was a former proprietor. Before the plumbing, 
Heiny had an outhouse. 

Back then, Minnesota “good ol’ boys” enjoyed playing 
tricks. It was a little dynamite in the outhouse for 
Heiny. The rascals waited patiently and with glee 
anticipating Heiny’s look of surprise – but nothing 
happened. Concerned someone would be blowed up 
doing their business thereby changing just a dirty li’l ol’ 
trick into something bordering on homicide - they drove 
in for a closer look and…there it was… Ka-Bang! 

Their detritus covered pickup scent a clear marker to 
the authorities. In those days, tricks with dynamite were 
more common – so after a short stint in jail the boys 
were released in order to make restitution. Maybe they 
felt a little bad or maybe it was part of the sentencing, 
but they built a super deluxe concrete block two-
seater… an outhouse for Heiny. 

The outhouse has been out of service for years. The 
vestiges of its former life are long gone. Its roof rotted 
away and its holes were filled. Billy performed a 
purification with fire because he has a plan. 

Just like Duchamp’s R.Mutt Fountain, the outhouse 
will no longer be used for its intended purpose. Billy’s 
Leaning Grotto of Witoka is destined to be art. 

The old chamber’s site was necessary for a new drain 
field. Much to the amusement of the heavy construction 
crew that would normally knock down and make way, 
Billy insisted the grotto be preserved. He built an 
interior skeletal framework and exterior reinforcement 
so the dozer could skid the structure across a water 
feature and after construction… back again. 

A new steel roof built to the proportions of the great 
pyramid at Giza and oriented north will eventually top 
the structure while the sides will be adorned with 
figurines, animals, spiritual symbols and what not have 

you from around the world. A gated interior will house 
life art objects and stories along with votive candles art 
pilgrims may light following an affordable donation. 

The Leaning Grotto crosses the water feature 

WINONA ARTS CENTER MEMBER SHOW 
included Billy’s altered photograph and auto-portrait 
Relax… Do Less (11” x 14” with 88 ½” cut tacks) 
Pokey. Pokey. 

Speaking of shows THE RED HORSE GALLERY on 
Main St. in Fountain City, WI will host a solo Billy 
show opening with a grand reception Sept. 2, 2016. It’s 
been a while since he’s looked and booked locally in a 
commercial gallery, but he likes what they do at Red 
Horse. He promises not exactly a retrospective, but a 
mixed bag of objects from a life’s work. Collectors 
bring yer wads.  

WINONA FAMILY ART DAY had Art Works 
USA’s publishing arm with Billy binding one of a kind 
hand-made artist books for smiling kids and adults 
alike. 

FUTURISM’S BASTARD SON… the first catalogue 
raisonée about the American artist Billy X Curmano 
was published by Mark Pezinger Verlag, Vienna in 
2012. The edition of 500, designed by Astrid Seme, is 
still in demand – so much so - we’ve upped its price. 
Sorry if you were too slow to get it, but think fast – it 
will probably go up again.  

The 128-page volume, The Search DVD and Fandango 
have all joined important library collections.  

“The Library is pleased to have your work available for 
researchers, especially given a strong interest on 
campus in artists’ books and performance.” - From the 
UCLA Arts Library.  



 

ON SWIMMIN’ THE RIVER                                  
It’s come to our attention that since Billy swam from 
the source of the Mississippi River to the Gulf of 
Mexico, two other swimmers may have accomplished 
the task. Bravo to them. One was a long distance 
competitive swimmer the other a Navy SEAL. The 
SEAL wore swim fins. Both wanted to be first so badly 
they ignored Billy’s feat – even though they were 
informed. They’ve relied on the Guinness Book as their 
bible. Billy didn’t bother.  

Billy was unconcerned about firsts or how quickly he 
swam. He always stated he was only attempting to 
swim the Mississippi. He had no swim training. His 
swim was not an athletic event. He was as surprised as 
anyone when he made it. His swim was a performance 
and environmental statement. His stated goal was to 
“re-claim the river for life-affirming pursuits under the 
banner of art.” He was in no hurry. In fact, the longer 
he swam the more he thought it would draw attention to 
the river and its problems. At the urging of his crew, he 
did contact Guinness, but they thought it was taking 
him too long for their little bible. 

None-the-less, there is plenty of documentation. There 
have been well over 200 articles, news accounts and 
many witnesses that confirm his long swim. Maybe it’s 
the world’s longest water ballet. On who was first, we 
know it was Billy, but - “Who really cares?” 

MURDUROUS MISCREANTS that kill random, 
unarmed men, women and children are dishonorable. 
They are not martyrs or even terrorists. Their victims 
are the martyrs. We stand strong. We are not cowering 
in terror. 

A Mother Jones (Nov/Dec 2015) investigation found 
the mass shootings at Columbine HS in 1999 inspired at 
least 72 copycat plots in 30 states. For publicity, fame, 
notoriety or whatever reason, the evildoers study 
Columbine and try to one up it. The religious/political 
fanatics probably do the same studying their own evils. 

Let’s not give evildoers that kill soft targets at random, 
the satisfaction of being identified with terms they’ve 
aspired to like martyrs or terrorists. They are murderous 

miscreants. Perhaps the media could identify them as 
such.  

MEDICINAL CANNABIS OR BIG PHARMA? 
PTSD related suicide is high especially among war 
veterans. You’d think the VA would do everything 
imaginable to halt it, but their hands are tied by an ill-
advised prohibition of cannabis as a schedule one 
narcotic. Naysayers against medical uses of the plant – 
often with vested interests - find there isn’t enough 
research to allow its use. Ironically, Schedule One 
makes research nearly impossible. No one overdoses on 
the plant and it doesn’t have a high potential for abuse. 
Labs in Spain and Israel have found cannabinoids to be 
possible anti-cancer agents and useful in protecting the 
brain from trauma. In spite of federal restrictions, some 
states now allow medical marijuana - some like MN - 
only allow pharmaceutical company extracts from a 
plant that could simply be homegrown. Oxy ‘the wise 
bomb’ Moron, Billy’s long-running regular cartoon 
feature in The Veteran addresses the issue. See: 
VVAW.org 

 

 

BILLY’S TINY CARD CO -When you care enough not 
to make a big deal - fought off a hostile take-over 
attempt by a multi-national conglomerate that tried to 
make it go much bigger. It wasn’t a very big attempt 
however - actually Billy says it was tiny. 



Cat & Bird, Acrylics on Canvas, 12” x 16”, © 2004 

SUCH A DEAL FOR YOU - For a limited time, you 
can own a one of a kind original 18”x24” painting by 
Billy X. Curmano for a paltry $30,000. It’s a $50,000 
value. Similar paintings have sold for millions at 
auction. It looks even better in color. If you’re the first 
to order, we’ll throw in a complete artist biography and 
provenance valued at $75 and an autographed portrait 
worth easily another 50 bucks. Just pay separate 
shipping and handling. That’s a $50,125.00 package for 
only $30,000.00 

                         

THE SITE WWW.BILLYX.NET has a library, store 
and a whole lot more. That is where you can get more 
information and even order most of the stuff you find 
here. If you can’t figure something out - ring us up. 
We’re happy to help. 

The Fandango is published sporadically by Art Works USA. You can 
write or call us about-just-about any-old-thing. When sending money, 
don’t forget to indicate what the heck you want. Unsolicited manuscripts, 
photos etc. are not solicited, but if you want to send something, go for it. 
No returns without S.A.S.E. The masthead image was created by Bill 
Gaglione. Warning and disclaimer: Joining the Billy Curmano Fan 
Club leaves an indelible mark on your person. You can’t always see it, but 
believe you me, it’s there, buddy. See: The Fandango, Vol. 17 1-2, 1998, 
for removal information. 

Your INVITATION To FUN & ADVENTURE                      
The Billy X. Curmano Fan Club 

If you enjoy contemporary artist Billy Curmano, here’s a great way 
to stay abreast of his projects. Join the discriminating crowd and 
become a member of Billy’s own Fan Club. Send the form, all 
correspondence and annual membership dues to: 

ART WORKS USA          27979 COUNTY ROAD 17 
WINONA, MN 55987���                  RING: 507.452.1598     

billyx.net@gmail.com 

Momma Curman,                         President Ex Officio Perpetuitas              
Kimberly Haedtke,         Vice President Emeritus           

MEMBERSHIP TYPES 

���$2 CHEAPO: Wallet size membership card - some mailings.                                                                      
$15 IRREGULAR: As above, plus well wishes from all of us.                                                                       
$25 REGULAR: As above, plus a handsome wall certificate.                                                                    
$50 DELUXE: As above, plus Great Moments In Performance Art 
Non-adhesive stamp series. All appropriate club mailings.                                         
$250 DELUXE PLUS: As above, plus original print.                                                                      
$750 SUPER DELUXE: As above, plus gift certificate and 
weekend vacation at Scenic Art Works USA (travel from Winona, 
MN included).                                                                            
$1500 SAINT: As above, plus vacation extended 1 week.                                                                       
$5000 BUDDY: As above, plus 1 of Billy’s special pizzas and 
Billy will pal around with you for 1 week. 

Institutional rate: Add 20% surcharge for 2 newsletters. 1 to 
circulate - 1 to archive. Family rate: Add 10% and the whole 
family gets membership cards. Make checks payable Art Works 
USA. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Premium substitutions may be 
made at our whim. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

Okay Kimberly! I just can’t wait, here’s my 2016 annual dues. I 
want to join Billy X. Curmano’s Fan Club. 

 

Name______________________________________________________  

 

Address_____________________________________________________  

City________________________________________________________  

State_________Zip___________________________________________  

Phone______________________________________________________ 

Signature____________________________________________________ 

Membership Type_______________$_________date________________     

Add an e-mail and we might send up-dates and so on. 

____________________________________________ 


